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Abstract
Various multistage interconnection networks have been proposed in the literature for the implementation of an ATM switch fabric. However, most of the corresponding performance studies
were limited to simple cell level models, ignoring the effect of connection level functions such
as path hunting and call acceptance control. This paper aims at a performance comparison of
several routing strategies and switch topologies. It is shown that the optimum routing strategy
strongly depends on the traffic mix considered. In an ATM environment, where different traffic
classes are present, the well known sequential hunting algorithm with homing provides the best
performance.

1

Introduction

CCITT has standardized the Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) as the target solution for the future Broadband ISDN [4]. This decision was motivated by the ability of ATM to provide a high degree of flexibility with
respect to the integration of a wide variety of services
with completely different characteristics. ATM is a multiplexing and switching technique based on the packetized transport of data. It uses small, fixed size information units called cells, which are transmitted on high
speed fibre optic links.
An ATM switch node must be able to process several
millions of cells per second with only a few microseconds
delay. This implies a distributed switch architecture,
where all cell related functions must be implemented in
hardware. Several ATM switch architectures have been
proposed in the literature [1], and their performance has
been extensively studied (see, e.g., [9, 11, 14, 16]). Most
of the investigations, though, were limited to a cell level
modeling approach. Based on some assumptions about
the cell traffic carried by an ATM trunk, the throughput
and delay characteristics are derived.
However, the overall utilization of an ATM switch has
its limits not only on the cell level, but also on the connection level. The call control function grants access
to connection setup requests on the basis of a set of
parameters characterizing each connection. A new call
will only be accepted if a path can be found through
the switch fabric without violating performance requirements like, e.g., a maximum cell loss probability. Consequently, three factors influence the efficiency of the call

control function and therefore the switch performance:
first of all, a routing or path hunting strategy is required
to select the optimum path for a connection. Secondly,
the topology of the switch fabric determines the number

of alternative paths which are available to the routing
strategy, and finally there must be an algorithm to decide whether the performance limits are still respected
if the connection is accepted.

It is the objective of this paper to evaluate the influence of various routing strategies and switch topologies
on performance characteristics like call blocking probability and switch utilization. Therefore, we have used a
very simple and fast algorithm to decide if a new connection can be added to a link. Each call request is
characterized by a single parameter denoted as the effective bandwidth [6, 10], and it can be accepted if there is
enough free bandwidth available on the considered link.
This concept makes the call level operation of an ATM
network similar to a multirate circuit switched network.
Hence, it is important to study the influence of several
traffic classes having different bandwidth parameters in
order to evaluate the sensitivity of a routing strategy to
heterogeneous traffic mixes.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the switch architectures under consideration are introduced, where
the focus will be on the topology of the switch fabric and
its multipath capabilities. In the following, various routing strategies are presented and discussed with respect
to their complexity. The remainder of the paper is devoted to a performance comparison of the architectures
and routing strategies described below, with the objective to maximize the switch utilization and to minimize
the call blocking probability of high-bitrate connections.

2

M ultistage Switch Fabrics

Multistage switch fabrics are constructed using basic
building blocks called switching elements, which are arranged in several successive stages and interconnected
according to well defined topological rules. A switching
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element can be considered as a small, nonblocking ATM
switch with a typical size ranging from 2 to 32 input
ports. Various architectures for such switching elements
have been proposed in the literature, for a detailed discussion we refer to [1, 9, 14]. Throughout this' paper,
the following notation is used for the switch dimensions:
the switch fabric under consideration has N input and
output ports, and consists of n stages. Each stage is
composed of b x b switching elements, hence there are
N /b switching elements per stage.
An ATM transit exchange is usually connected to other
exchanges via a group of trunks (bundle), i.e. the input
as well as the output ports of the switch are divided into
disjoint sets of links, each set originating at or connected
to a specific exchange. A call request is associated only
with a bundle, and the call control function has to select
one of the trunks within the bundle on which the call is
to be placed. For the arriving trunk groups, this decision
is made in the preceding exchange, whereas the outgoing
bundles are controlled by the considered switch. For
reasons of simplicity, we have assumed that all trunk
groups have the same size, and that trunks are selected
at random within a bundle.
2.1

Banyan Network

Banyan networks [8] belong to the class of single path
networks, i.e. there is only a single path from any inlet to any outlet of the network. This implies a tree
shaped graph representation of all paths originating at
a given input port and leading to all output ports of the
network. A subclass of Banyan networks are the SWBanyans, which are of great importance because of their
regular topology: an SW-Banyan can be constructed in
a recursive manner from smaller subnetworks [8]. Most
of the well known SW-Banyan networks like, e.g., the
Baseline and the Omega network, are topologically
equivalent [15]. An N x N Banyan network consisting
of b x b switching elements has logbN stages. Figure 1
shows the topology of an 8 x 8 Baseline network for b = 2
(each plane in Figure 1 has the topology of a Baseline
network).

Figure 1: Parallel Banyan network
The input ports of the switch are connected to the internal planes through special distribution devices, which
include a switching function to direct all cells of a given
connection to the same plane (connection oriented operation). The concentrator at each switch output is simply
a statistical multiplexer collecting cells from all internal
planes. It will be shown in section 4 that two planes
are sufficient to make the switch virtually nonblocking
under uniform traffic conditions.
2.2

Benes Network

A Benes network [3] is obtained by cascading two Baseline networks, where the second sub network is slightly
modified: firstly, it has a reversed topology, and secondly the first stage has been removed (see Figure 2).
Hence, an N x N Benes network has 2 logbN - 1 stages,
and every output port can be reached via N/b different
internal paths, which are determined by the switching
element being used in the center stage. Starting at a
particular input port, the path can be selected arbitrarily until the cent er stage is reached. The remaining part
of the path is then fixed by the desired output port.

Due to the single path property of Banyan networks,
no internal path hunting is required because the path
is uniquely determined by the combination of input and
output ports. On the other hand, this implies that the
network is blocking, which may have a dramatic impact on the utilization in case of nonuniform traffic patterns [11, 16]. In order to improve the performance,
there are a number of possible solutions: First, a number of extra stages can be added to the network thus increasing the number of alternative paths. This is called
horizontal stacking in [12] and leads to structures like
the Benes network and the MIN which are discussed in
the following subsection.
Reference [12] concentrates on a second alternative called vertical stacking, which means that several Banyan
networks are arranged in parallel planes (see Fig. 1).

Figure 2: Topology of an 8 x 8 Benes network
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The topology of a Multistage Interconnection Network
(MIN) [2] is almost identical to that of a Benes network.
The only difference is that the first stage of the second
Baseline network is not removed prior to cascading both
subnetworks. Consequently, a MIN has one additional
stage which increases the number of available paths by
a factor of b. However, our studies have shown that
from a performance point of view there is no significant
difference between a Benes network and a MIN.

2.3 Folded Network
As shown in Figure 3, a folded network is composed of
b subnetworks, which are connected to a reflection stage
of b x b switching elements [13]. Unlike the previously
described topologies , a folded structure is a one-sided
network, which means that inlets and outlets are located
on the same side. It is operated bidirectional, i.e. each
link drawn in Figure 3 actually represents two physical
lines, one input and one output line.

Figure 3: Topology of a 16 x 16 folded network
Throughout this paper, we assume that each subnetwork
has the topology of a Banyan network, consisting of ~ x ~
switching elements. Hence, a sub network has log~(Njb)
stages with 2Njb2 switching elements per stage, whereas
the reflection stage consists of N jb switching elements.
Figure 3 depicts the topology of a 16 x 16 folded network
which is based on 4 input switching elements.
Due to their bidirectional operation, folded network
structures have several advantages [5]. If both the input
and output link are connected to the same subnetwork,
it is not necessary to proceed to the reflection stage.
Alternatively, a short path can be used by returning in

one of the earlier stages. In any case, there are at least
N jb alternative routes available for every connection,
because each switching element in the reflection stage
provides a different path. Further, the switch fabric can
be expanded from very small configurations up to its
maximum size simply by installing additional switches,
while the existing hardware and interconnection structure need not be modified [5].

3

Routing Strategies

In a connection oriented switch fabric, all cells of a connection follow the same path through the network. At
call setup, this path is determined by a routing strategy which should consider various aspects in order to
optimize the performance: a connection should not be
rejected as long as there is a path which could be used.
Consequently, the routing scheme must be exhaustive
in evaluating all possible paths leading to a destination. Furthermore, the selection should maximize the
long term switch throughput, i.e. it should not block
subsequently arriving call requests, in particular those
having a high bitrate.
Before any routing decisions can be made, the routing
algorithm must be informed about the status of each
link in the switch. This information can be kept locally
in each switching element, suggesting a distributed implementation of the routing algorithm, or it can be kept
in a central routing control. Depending on the location
where the state information is processed, we will distinguish between distributed and centralized path hunting
strategies.

3.1 Distributed Path Hunting
Several advantages make distributed path hunting strategies attractive: first, the performance bottleneck of a
centralized control function can be avoided, which is an
important issue especially in large switch fabrics. Second, the complexity of the algorithm in terms of memory
and runtime requirements is significantly reduced compared to centralized strategies, mainly because of the
limited amount of state information to be processed.
Finally, the benefits of any distributed system like, e.g.,
increased fault tolerance and availability, apply to a distributed control architecture as well. However, in some
cases this can only be achieved at the cost of a slightly
reduced switch utilization, as will be shown in section 4.
A distributed routing strategy operates on a stage by
stage basis. In each stage, the routing information (i.e.
the address of the output trunk) provided by the setup
request has to be processed. Usually, this will result in
several possible links to the following stage which lead
to the desired destination. One of the links can be selected at random, depending on the load of the links or
by sequential scanning. If the available bandwidth on
the selected link is not sufficient, the previous step is
repeated until either a possible outlet has been found or
all links have been tested without success. In the latter
case, the algorithm has to step back one stage and to try
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a different path if possible. Since this backtracking may
lead to prohibitively high call setup delays, the number
of trials may be limited at the cost of a slightly increased
blocking probability.
Summarizing the above considerations leads to the following path hunting strategies:
1. Random Selection (RAN)
An outlet is selected at random out of all possibilities.

2. Load-Dependent Strategies
An outlet is selected depending on the carried load,
which results in an even load distribution if the link
with the lowest load is preferred (SLL) [7]. Selecting the outlet with the highest utilization (SHL)
tends to keep the free bandwidth contiguous, which
may be advantageous for high bitrate connections.
3. Sequential Hunting
Sequential hunting algorithms are well known from
circuit switching applications [5, 7]. The available
links of a switching element are scanned sequentially, starting either at a constant position (SQC,
also called Sequential Hunting with Homing) or at
a variable position (SQV), whereby the SQV algorithm continues at the position where the previous
search has stopped.

3.2 Centralized Path Hunting
Centralized routing strategies are expected to provide
the optimum performance, because they can take the
state of the whole switch fabric into account. However,
in larger switches there may be a huge number of possible paths to choose from, so that the complexity and
the runtime requirements limit the practical application
of a centralized path hunting algorithm. Nevertheless,
we have considered two load-dependent strategies in order to evaluate the difference between centralized and
distributed algorithms.
Both strategies are a natural extension of the distributed
load-dependent algorithms described above. Here, the
sum of all link utilizations along a path provides the basis for the decision: either the path with the lowest sum
(GLL, also called 'Least-Cost Method' [2]) or the path
with the highest sum (GHL) is preferred. We ~ave also
investigated strategies using the mean delay along the
path as a criterion, which can be estimated for instance
using a GeolD/1 approximation. However, the results
were in complete agreement with the corresponding GLL
strategy.

4

Performance Comparison

The performance comparison in this section is based on
a standard event by event computer simulation, where
only the dynamics of the connection level are taken into
account. We have made the common assumptions that
call requests arrive according to a Poisson process, and

that the holding time of a connection has a negative
exponential distribution. When a new call arrives, its
input and output trunk are selected at random, resulting in a uniform load distribution on all external trunks.
If the input trunk is not able to accept the connection,
a different link within the same bundle is randomly chosen; in a real network, this is actually done in the switch
where this trunk group originates. In a similar way a different output link of the same group can be used if either
the selected one is blocked or the routing algorithm is
unable to find a path. Thus, a connection request can
be blocked by the inlets of the switch, by its outlets and
by the fabric itself. However, only the internal blocking
probability depends directly on the network topology
and on the routing scheme.
In order to evaluate the influence of the network topology, we have compared switch fabrics with 256 input
trunks consisting of 4 x 4 switching elements. This requires 256 switching elements (SE) for a single plane
Baseline network, 448 SE for a Benes network, 512 SE
for a two plane Baseline network, and 832 SE for a
Folded network. Each connection is assumed to occupy 10% of the link capacity (homogeneous traffic),
and trunk groups of 8 links are used.
Figure 4 shows the total blocking probability versus the
offered traffic load for the topologies Folded, Benes and
Baseline with two planes. The single plane Baseline network is not included here, because it has already a blocking probability of 0.14 at a load of 70%.
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Figure 4: Total blocking probability for different
network topologies (Random routing)
The comparison indicates that a folded network of this
dimension has even a higher blocking probability than
the corresponding Benes and two plane Baseline networks, although it requires more hardware in terms of
switching elements. The best solution seems to be a
Baseline network with two planes, where the internal
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blocking probability is at least one order of magnitude
less than the blocking probability on an input or output
trunk (group). However, the performance of a Baseline
network under nonuniform traffic is still degraded, even
if there are two planes available. Therefore, we have
based our further studies on the Benes network.
The influence of various routing strategies on the internal blocking probability of a 16-input Benes network
is depicted in Figure 5. For a homogeneous traffic mix,
the algorithms which select links having a low utilization
yield the lowest blocking probability, which is due to the
completely even load distribution (see also [7]). Consequently, all possible paths are available until all links are
almost fully occupied. On the other hand, those strategies which prefer busy links rapidly reduce the number
of alternatives, thus leading to a performance deterioration.
As far as load based algorithms are concerned, distributed strategies always imply a slightly higher blocking
probability than , their centralized counterparts. However, this difference is only marginal compared to the
enormous processing time required for centralized routing schemes. Sequential hunting strategies (SQC and
SQV) show a performance comparable to a random selection. The results even agree exactly in case of the
sequential hunting algorithm with variable starting position, which is therefore not depicted in Figure 5.
Completely different results are obtained if several traffic
classes are offered to the switch fabric. Figure 6 shows
the internal blocking probability of the same Benes network for a mix of 2 Mb / s data communications and 34
Mb/s video connections. Using a 155 Mb/s ATM link,
the usable capacity is 112 Mb/s assuming a maximum
cell level load of 80% for every line.
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Figure 6: Internal blocking probability of 34 Mb/s
calls for various routing algorithms
Both classes contribute the same traffic volume to the
offered network load. Since there are at most three video
connections allowed on a single link, this leads to relatively high blocking probabilities for this traffic class,
whereas data calls are blocked very rarely.
Comparing the routing strategies in this heterogeneous
environment leads to the interesting result that sequential hunting with homing (SQC) yields the lowest blocking probabilities over the whole range of the load. Selecting a link at random is always significantly worse than
the SQC strategy, whereas the behaviour of the load
based algorithms depends on the offered traffic load.
For a high load (50% - 70%), most of the load based
schemes except for SLL are similar to a random selection, the SHL strategy is even significantly worse. On
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the other hand, for lower load ( < 40%) those algorithms
which prefer busy links (SHL/GHL) approach the optimum strategy SQC, while SLL and GLL are still close
to a random selection.

5

Conclusion

The topology of a switch fabric as well as the path hunting strategy have a significant influence on the performance of an ATM exchange. Both aspects have been
investigated in this paper based on a connection level
modeling approach. Assuming uniform traffic, the Baseline network (or any other SW Banyan) with two planes
provides the best performance in terms of call blocking
probability. However, it is well known that a Banyan
topology is inherently sensitive to nonuniform traffic,
which may lead to a substantial performance degradation. Hence, the BeneS network should be used if insensitivity to nonuniform traffic is an important requirement.
Considering the routing strategies discussed above, it
was shown that the optimum solution depends strongly
on the expected traffic mix. If there is only a single traffic class, the best performance is obtained by an even
load distribution on all internal links. Although this
could in principle be achieved by a strategy which tries
to minimize the sum of all link occupancies along a path
(GLL), practical considerations favour a distributed
routing scheme which operates on a stage by stage basis
and selects the link having the lowest utilization (SLL).
The situation changes completely in the presence of several traffic classes with very different bandwidth requirements. We have found the interesting result that in this
case the best strategy is sequential hunting with homing,
because it reserves as much contiguous free bandwidth
for high bitrate connections as possible. This is very
important in particular for ATM networks, which are
intended to integrate a wide variety of different services
from POTS to HDTV.
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